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Volumetrie film;

TIMON offers road

Become immersed in

systems more

the stories
Fraunhofer HHI and UFA GmbH presented
Germany's first test produetion for Volumet¬
rie film at NAB in Las Vegas. The movie

Gateway to Infinity, which is designed to
allow viewers to walk right into it, uses the
"3D Human Body Reconstruction (3DHBR)"
technology.
This reconstruction method makes it possible to generate dynamic 3D models of peo-

glasses can therefore view these virtualized
people at very close ränge and from various
perspectives. Thus the viewer is immersed
directly in the scene, experiencing the story
close up and personally.

the test produetion. This partnership is also
aimed at developing a professional produe¬
tion process that makes it possible to quick-

ly generate dynamic 3D models of high
quality. The huge volumes of data for a Vol¬
umetrie film are recorded with a number of
specially eonstrueted cameras, posing new

detail in the 3D models. In this first test

challenges for the exploitation chains in

shoot, facial expressions and moving clothing were reconstructed naturally and accurately. The person is then integrated into a
Virtual scene. Viewers with Virtual reality

produetion. Fraunhofer HHI is currently

of 25,000 cables with a total length of
1,500 km are installed. These cables are
partially exposed to harsh environmental
conditions such as increased temperature or
radiation: under these circumstances, the
cable insulation deteriorates, with the risk
of cracks and short circuits occurring as a

can immerse themselves in the
science fiction environment on a

More safety, sustainability, flexibility, and

to forecast traffic jams or calculate suitable

efficiency in road traffic. The "TIMON"
project (enhanced real Time services for

routes, for example. An open web platform
and a mobile application are used for collecting, harmonizing, and evaluating the
data. The information is distributed via a
hybrid communication system that uses different means of communication adaptively
to call up information in real time and to

optimized multimodal MObility relying on
cooperative Networks and open data) can
make this idea a reality. TIMON is being ex-

faraway planet. © Fraunhofer HHI

ecuted by Fraunhofer ESK and partners

ple that appear natural, going far beyond

in a nuclear power plant (NPP) an average
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Fraunhofer HHI cooperated with UFA for

the conventional animation of Virtual characters. Recordings of gestures, facial expressions, and textures can be visualized in

Nondestructive cable
monitoring in nuclear
power plants

When watching the VR test pro¬
duetion Gateway to Infinity, viewers

planning to build a fully funetional VR pro¬
duetion studio for "3D Human Body Recon¬
struction (3DHBR)",

from seven other European countries and is
being funded as part of the EU's "Horizon
2020" program.

allow it to be distributed over a wide
geographic area. Available communication
resources and partners are permanently
monitored and evaluated. The necessary
algorithms and Software are being devel¬
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Fraunhofer Institute for Embedded

brid communication system that bundles
open transport data and information from
infrastrueture sensors and road users. The

tions, Heinrich Hertz Institute, HHI
Einsteinufer 37
10587 Berlin
Germany

Systems and Communication Techno¬

collected data is distributed strategically to

The communication systems developed

logies ESK

Germany

vehicle drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists in
the area affected. This "cooperative ecosystem" is intended to considerably reduce
traffic jams, accident hazards, and environ¬

www.esk.fraunhofer.de

mental impact by using artificial intelligence

within the TIMON project are being tested
using simulations and field tests in road
traffic and on test tracks in order to find
out what they can do and where their
limits lie.

www.hhi.fraunhofer.de

Hansastrasse 32

80686 Munich

oped by Fraunhofer ESK.

result of premature embrittlement. Within

the framework of a EURATOM project

Keeping an eye on all
the tools

funded by the European Union, researchers

at Fraunhofer IZFP are looking at how these
aging effects can be deteeted in good time

In modern produetion environments, most
proeesses run automatieally. To ensure that
employees still have an overview of the
tools in use and their current position, re¬
searchers at Fraunhofer IIS have developed
a sensor-based traeking system. To this end,

and in a nondestructive manner. The Saarbrücken-based Fraunhofer Institute is part
of a consortium of 13 partners from Germany, Finland, France, Italy, Poland, and the
Czech Republic. Currently, the cables are replaeed preventively on the basis of experience, but without reliable information on
the actual condition. Thus, the aetual condition can vary in a wide ränge.

jochen.seitz@iis,fraunhofer.de

Fraunhofer IZFP engineers are studying the
advantages in terms of safety and efficiency
that could be offered by nondestructive

Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated
Circuits IIS
Nordostpark 84
9041 1 Nuremberg
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testing when investigating cable insulation.
"TeaM Cables" focuses on a terahertz pro¬
cess further developed at Fraunhofer IZFP,
which uses high-frequency electromagnetic
waves. These examinations could be used
to provide information that allows for revi-

Germany
www.iis.fraunhofer.de

global positioning.
Fraunhofer IIS, together with the BMW
Group, presented a project for developing

cost-effective inertial and magnetie field

and testing an intelligent serewdriver for

sensors are installed on the tool or in its
housing. Bluetooth or Wi-Fi is used to forward the results to a central Interface,
where they are compared with preset Pa¬
rameters. If the values do not match, this

assembly use at the Hannover Messe trade
fair. A special attachment module directly
connected to the IT system reeeives a job
order, uses sensor data to check that the

can be displayed in the central office or via

fact. This allows produetion employees to
always know whether the order has been
completed correctly and in füll. At the moment, preparation is under way for a test
launch on BMW's produetion line in

an LED on the device itself. Locating a tool
relative to a workpiece within a given working area is initially performed without need-

order has been fulfilled, and signals this

Regensburg. This could form the basis for
possible expansions of the intelligent tool.
In addition to networking, the innovative
Software from Fraunhofer IIS can also offer
analysis of the screwing process, determination of tool movements, and position
deteetion.

sion scheduling and timely inspection of the
cable insulation. Hence, brittle cables can

be replaced promptly while sound cables
can stay in operation for many years more.
Fraunhofer IZFP is making a significant contribution to increased safety and cost savings - also in the context of nuclear decommissioning - while economy and
competitiveness still increase.

ing to set up a separate infrastrueture. The
locating system is very resistant to other
sourees of interference and is combined
with radioloeation systems within the pro¬
duetion environment in order to perform
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traeking could inelude monitoring, geofencing, and the doeumentation of work
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Intelligent tools improve quality during assembly.
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